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We present a methodology for reducing a straight line fitting regression problem 
to a Least Squares minimization one. This is accomplished through the definition 
of a measure on the data space that takes into account directional dependences of 
errors, and the use of polar descriptors for straight lines. This strategy improves the 
robustness by avoiding singularities and non-describable lines. 
The methodology is powerful enough to deal with non-normal bivariate 
heteroscedastic data error models, but can also supersede classical regression 
methods by making some particular assumptions. An implementation of the 
methodology for the normal bivariate case is developed and evaluated. 
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1. Introduction 
Fitting data to straight line models (Rawlings et al., 1998) is one of the most 
frequently applied statistical procedures. It is widely used in the calibration process 
in analytical chemistry, in the accelerated lifetime models (Gonzalez et al., 2009; 
Vazquez et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2008), and in many other applications where it is 
required to infer linear trends from a set of experimental data. 
Least Squares (LS) techniques (Sayago et al., 2004) for estimating regressions 
are normally preferred against Bayesian methods because they are easier to interpret 
and less computationally expensive 
The complexity and power of LS methods depends on the error data model. The 
simplest LS methods, Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) or Weighted Least-Squares 
(WLS) (Asuero and Gonzalez, 2007; Mandel and McCrackin, 1988), that consider 
non null error variance only in the response variable (Y-axis), are analytically 
resoluble. However, these methods are of limited scope because they assume that 
the explanatory variable (X-axis) is free of error. 
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Other LS methods that take into account errors on any direction as Total 
Least Squares (TLS) (Markovsky and Van Huffel, 2007), or Bivariate Least Squares 
(BLS) that is also called Generalized Least Squares (GLS) (Cheng and Riu, 2006), 
have been also proposed. TLS pursue the minimization of the Euclidean Distance 
between straight line and data. BLS weights Y-axis errors with factors that take 
into account variances of data on both axes. BLS has no analytical solution for 
heteroscedastic data and must therefore be solved by means of numeric algorithms 
(Martinez et al , 1999). 
However, all the above methods only deal with numerical variances, so they are 
not able to take advantage of more detailed information embedded in the functional 
knowledge of the data statistics model. 
Moreover, they describe straight lines by means of the usual "slope, y-intercept" 
(m, b) descriptors; therefore, they have a singularity-ambiguity problem in the 
description of lines that are parallel to Y-axis. So, when they are applied to cases 
whose solution is close to such lines, the results can be affected by severe and 
unpredictable inaccuracy. 
In this article, we present a methodology that goes around these drawbacks, 
and makes it possible to deal, from a unified perspective, with the most complex 
situations where the data uncertainty is modelled by arbitrary statistics. We have 
developed this methodology, contributing innovations in three stages: 
• The approach. The Target Radial Deviation Normalized Distance (TRDND) 
concept, which will be explained in Sec. 2.3, is the fundamental tool that will 
make it possible to reduce a regression problem statistically formulated to the 
minimization of a cost function. 
This approach has an essential advantage: it is insensitive to the particular 
selection of axes on which the data are given. This is a consequence of the 
fact that TRDND only depends on the statistical data error model and not 
on the projection of the variances along the particular axes we are working 
with. In some sense, TRDND let us to introduce in the data space a measure 
that comes directly from the statistical definition of each datum. 
Moreover, TRDND allows an intuitive conceptual understanding and is 
powerful enough to be easily generalized to higher dimensions, to deal with 
non normal errors, and to incorporate information about cross-correlation 
between the coordinates of each datum. 
• The formulation. Straight lines are managed through their polar descriptors 
(D, \J/), instead of the usual "slope, y-intercept" (m, b) descriptors as will be 
explained in Sec. 2.1. This allows us, to be able to describe straight lines in 
a unified way (even if they are parallel to axes), and to increase the method 
robustness by avoiding singularities. 
• The resolution. As the case of bivariate normal statistics data model is 
especially useful, a detailed algorithm for this case has been developed. The 
application of the two former steps to this statistic leads to a system of two 
high-degree polynomial equations that has not algebraic treatment. So an 
iterative method, PDIM (Polar Descriptors Iterative Method), for solving it 
will be presented in Sec. 4. PDIM offers a good trade-off between robustness 
and computation time, even when it has to process large amounts of data. 
The proposed methodology has an interesting feature: when it is customized 
for normal data statistics, the classical methods mentioned above (OLS, WLS, TLS, 
and BLS) can be obtained, by making some simple additional assumptions about 
variances that are described in Table 1. So, the methodology can be viewed as 
a general and robust framework that includes, as particular cases, all the above-
mentioned methods, and can also be applied to solve in a unified way a wider set 
of problems including multivariate regression (Wilcox, 2009). 
As the algebraic expressions involved in PDIM development are quite complex, 
an algorithm validation has been done by comparing PDIM results with the results 
of two reference methods. The selected reference methods are: WLS (that considers 
null variances on X axis), and the reciprocal of WLS (the method obtained by 
interchanging X and Y axis roles in WLS). Both have been selected with the 
criterion of being analytically solvable and, at the same time, able to take into 
account heteroscedasticity. 
Additionally, in Sec. 5, some test cases were performed in order to highlight 
PDIM main features: 
(a) The axial independence. The influence of the angle between the regression line 
and the coordinate axes in the regression quality is compared with the reference 
methods in Sec. 5.2.1 
(b) The precision improvement, with respect to the reference methods, as the 
heteroscedasticity degree increases (Sec. 5.2.2). 
(c) The precision improvement, with respect to the reference methods, as the data 
inter-axial correlation grows (Sec. 5.2.3). 
In order to carry out the tests, a Monte Carlo data synthesis procedure has 
been designed with the goal of having little directional bias, in the sense that the 
data can be generated independently of axes orientation. This procedure includes the 
definition of suitable measures of the degree of heteroscedasticity that are supplied 
as input parameters to the data synthesis. Also, logarithm measures of the polar 
descriptors population dispersion are established in order to evaluate the quality of 
Table 1 
Correspondence between the proposed methodology and the classical methods 
Target classical 
method 
OLS (Y on X) 
Reciprocal OLS 
(X on Y) 
WLS (HYsY) 
Reciprocal WLS 
(HYsX) 
BLS 
TLS 
Data statistic 
error model 
Normal 
Normal 
Normal 
Normal 
Normal 
Normal 
Variance structure 
assumptions 
Null X axis variances Equal 
Y axis variances for all 
the data 
Null Y axis variances Equal 
X axis variances for all 
the data 
Null X axis variances 
Null Y axis variances 
None 
Equality of X variance and 
Y variance for each datum 
Null inter-axial correlation 
coefficient for all the data 
Analytical 
solvability 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
results. This scheme is described with detail in Sec. 5, so the methodology behavior 
can be evaluated and contrasted under any data profile. 
2. Terminology and Tools 
A first assumption that is commonly made in regression problems is the statistical 
independence of any datum with respect to the others. Although this is not ever 
rigorously true in all situations, it allows each datum to be considered as an 
individual entity that can be modeled by a single probability function. When this 
assumption is satisfied, we will say that each datum is an uncertain point in the data 
space and the data set constitutes a cloud of uncertain points. An uncertain point 
can be fully defined given its measured values (xt, yt) on an (X, Y) axis reference 
frame, and the error probability density function: fsi(sxt, syt), that is a function that 
depends only on error components sxh syt along the (X, Y) axes. So the true point 
value (x;, yt) can be obtained by means of (1): 
EX: 
yi = yi- syt 
(1) 
Once feiisxt, eyt) is known, it is obvious to evaluate /;(*;, j ; ) , the jth datum 
probability density function, by means of fi(xh yt) = fei{xi — xh yt — yt). 
fi{xi,yi) is usually displayed by means of isodensity sets (Fig. 1). In non 
degenerate cases, isodensity sets are lines (isodensity lines) that link data space 
points that have the same probability density. 
(a) (b) 
(**>?.) 
Figure 1. Isodensity sets for uncertain points: (a) a normal point with null deviation in 
X error component (degenerate Y univariate case); (b) a normal point with non null but 
uncorrelated deviation in both error components (Bivariate inter-axially independent case); 
(c) a normal point with non zero deviation in both variables and non zero cross-correlation 
(bivariate inter-axially non-independent case); (d) a non normal uncertain point. 
We will say that an uncertain point is normal if the pair sxt, syt follow a zero 
mean normal bivariate statistic (2): 
fjsxt, syt) 
2
™xt
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(2) 
In (2), axi, ayi are the marginal deviations of the two error components along 
axes, and pxyi is the inter-axial correlation coefficient. Once given these three 
parameters, the inter-axial cross-covariance a2xyi can be calculated as axyi = pxyioxiayi. 
If the error components are independent, both pxyi and axyi will be zero. 
We will say that a cloud is a normal cloud when all its uncertain points are 
normal, so a normal cloud can be completely described by a data structure that has 
five numeric descriptors {axi, ayi, pxyi, xh yt} for each of its uncertain points. 
Isodensity lines for normal points are the locus where the probability density 
function (2) is constant. So, as a function of the error coordinates (sxh syt), 
isodensity lines will have equations as (3): 
sx2 sy2 o^sXiBK
 2 
a a a a 
xi yi xi yi 
where K is a parameter that labels each isodensity line. By (3), it is clear that 
isodensity sets of normal uncertain points are ellipses centered on the origin in the 
error space (or ellipses centered on the measurement (xh yt) in the data space). 
2.1. Straight Line Polar Descriptors 
Using usual "slope, y-intercept" descriptors (m, b) or "counter-slope, x-intercept" 
(n, a) to represent straight lines in the forms (4) or (5) leads to unsafe computations 
since both parameters can be unbounded: 
y = mx + b (4) 
x = ny + a. (5) 
That occurs because as lines get more strongly sloped, the magnitudes of m and 
b grow towards infinity. So for computational purposes, it is better to define straight 
lines with their polar descriptors (D, \j/). Polar descriptors of a straight line should 
not be confused with the polar coordinates of a point. 
Straight line polar descriptors meaning can be seen in Fig. 2. Here, D is the 
distance from the origin to the straight line, and "*" is the angle that defines the 
closest point (Nearby Point) of the straight line to the origin O. So, the (D, \j/) polar 
descriptors define straight lines in a smooth and bijective way. The domains for both 
descriptors are: D > 0 and \j/ e [0, 2%). 
The Cartesian coordinates (x, y) of any point R of the (D, \j/) straight line r 
should satisfy Eq. (6): 
r={R = (x, y)/x cos(^) + y sin(^) - D = 0}. (6) 
r = {R = (x,y)/xcos*V + ysinV-D = 0} 
Dcos *¥ - D sin ^ tan <pR 
y = D sin *F + D cos *F tan (pR 
Polar descriptors 
Distance from 
the origin to r j 
Figure 2. Straight line polar descriptors. 
So, its coordinates can be calculated, once given the deflection angle (pR of point 
R as (7): 
R 
| x = D cosOP) - D sin(1P) tan((pR) 
\y = D s i n ^ ) + D cos^F) tan(ipfl). 
(V) 
Or as a function of the alternative parameter XR = D tan <pR that describes a 
point .R by its signed distance kR from the nearby point (8): 
x = D cos ijs - XR sin t/f 
y = D sin t/f + Afl cos \J/ 
(8) 
2.2. Radial Deviation 
Radial deviation is a measure that quantifies the error an uncertain point has along 
a particular direction. The radial deviation can be calculated as a function of the 
angle 0 that defines a given direction. Expressing the error components of the 
uncertain point ;' in polar coordinates we have (9): 
ex; = rcosQ 
syt = r sin 0 
(9) 
The radial deviation for a given point ari (9) is defined (see Fig. 3) as the 
standard deviation of the distance, conditioned to be in the semi-straight line that 
Yt 
Figure 3. Experimental points are modeled by uncertain points centered in the measured 
values. The Radial Deviation contour is defined by the Radial Deviation of the error for 
different 9 values. 
starts in (xt, yt) and forms an angle 6 with the X-axis, and can be calculated as (10): 
(10) _2 /m io°°
 r 2 /e ; (r cos 9, r sin 9)dr 
/0°° fsi{r cos 0, r sin Q)dr 
where fsi (r cos 0, r sin 0) is the error probability density function in a specific 
direction defined by the angle 0. In Fig. 3 , the locus defined by the radial deviation 
for different 0 values has been represented. 
Radial deviation, ari (0), should not be mistaken with aDi (0): the marginal 
directional deviation (Duda et al , 1997), that can be calculated by means of (11): 
n OO n OO 
a
2
Di(6) = 2 / u2fju cost v sm t), u sm ( v cos 6)dvdu (11) 
2.2.1. Radial Deviation of a Normal Point. It can be easily demonstrated, by 
transforming (2) by (9), that the error associated with a normal point along a 
particular radius (defined by the angle 0), follows a normal distribution. Moreover, 
the radial deviations contour ari(0) (that is the locus described by a vector that 
forms an angle 0 with the X-axis, and whose modulus is precisely ari(0)), draws an 
ellipse that matches with an isodensity line whose equation is (12): 
^n(O) ^4(1 PL) 
all sin2 d-2Px I cost • ayi cosz 
(12) 
On the other hand, nevertheless, the error along a defined direction 6 also follows a 
normal distribution, the function that determines the marginal directional deviation 
aDi(0) is, even for normal uncertain points, very complex and gives a non-ellipse line 
as is depicted in Fig. 4. Radial deviation and marginal directional deviation only 
matches on the principal axes (given by the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix) 
where they take the values aMIM and aMAXi. Moreover, marginal directional deviation 
MAXi 
/ V 
LEGEND 
Radial deviation locus: 
Directional marginal ,' ' ' 
deviation locus: \. • 
Figure 4. Radial deviation (solid) and marginal directional deviation (dashed) angular loci 
for an uncertain normal point. 
along the X and Y axes match the density (axi, oyi) descriptors. 
oDi (0) = Gxi 
(13) 
GDi\ j ) = (V 
However, radial deviations along descriptive axes (14) do not match density 
descriptors when there are some inter-axial correlation pxyi ^ 0. 
°ri(0 = 0) = oxiyj\ - p 2 xyi 
aje 
(14) 
®yiV Pxyi 
2.3. Target Radial Deviation Normalized Distance (TRDND) 
The proposed linear regression methodology is a weighted method. Data with lower 
uncertainty will have higher weight in the cost function. The uncertainty will be 
taken into consideration by using the radial deviation concept explained in the 
previous section. This leads to the definition of a dimensionless measure that will be 
called "Target Radial Deviation Normalized Distance" (TRDND). 
SQ. - > 2 ) •• Euclidean Distance(l,2) 
Euclidean Distance(l,2) 
Figure 5. TRDND from a point 1 to an uncertain point 2. 
2.3.1. TRDND from one Point to Another Point. TRDND is a "distance-like" 
measure between two points 1 and 2. One of them, say 1, is considered the origin 
and the other, 2, the target, so we will speak about TRDND from 1 to 2. TRDND 
from 1 to 2 will be denoted as (5(1 -> 2). TRDND only takes into account the 
uncertainty of the target point so TRDND is not, in general, a symmetric measure. 
This means that <5(l->-2) = <5(2->-l)is not necessarily a true assertion. 
The idea behind TRDND is to normalize the conventional Euclidean distance 
between the centers of both points by the radial deviation of the target point along 
the direction that goes towards to the origin point: or2{Q2^\). Here, 02_^x is the angle 
between the X axis and the semi-straight line that comes from 2 and goes to 1. So 
TRDND results in a dimensionless measure given by (15): 
<52(1 -* 2) (x2 -xxf + (y2 • * , ) 2 
< 4 ( ^ i ) (15) 
where <J2r2(62^x) c a n be calculated by means of Eq. (10). It's worth emphasizing that 
TRDND only depends on the error model of the target point. 
2.3.1.1. TRDND from a Point to a normal point. As radial deviation for normal 
points along any arbitrary direction can be calculated by (12), it is easy to evaluate 
the TRNDN for normal targets as (16): 
<52(1 -* 2) {x2 - xx) a\ + (y2 - yx) a\ - 2(y2 - yx){x2 - ~xx)ax 
°
2yy - °ly 
(16) 
When the target is a normal point, TRDND can also be understood from 
the Mahalanobis concept (Mahalanobis, 1936); that is, (5(1 ->- 2) matches the 
Mahalanobis distance between both points when the covariance matrix is imposed 
by the target point 2. 
2.3.2. TRDND from a Line to a Point. In the same way that occurs with Euclidean 
distances, it is possible to extend TRDND definition to embrace distances from a 
line to a target point. We will consider TRDND from a line r, to a target point, i 
as the minimum TRDND from all the points R e r to the point i (17): 
5] [r -> i] = Minimum [52 [R -> i] VRer]. (17) 
According to (17), we can obtain an explicit equation for TRNDN from a 
straight line when the target is a normal point. By replacing straight line polar 
descriptors D, \P in the TRDND Eq. (16) for the different points of the straight line 
(defined in terms of different values of kR) and the datum i defined as a normal 
uncertain point we obtain (18): 
2 = 1 / ( D c o s W - ^ - s i n ^ ^ ) 2 
(Dsin(*)-y ; + cos(*)Afl)2 
*y 
2 (D sin(^) -yt + cos(V)kR) (D cos(^) - xt + sin(V)kR) p fl7 Vxy 
(18) 
Constraining the derivative with respect to kR of this function to be zero, we can 
evaluate kRMIN, the value that identifies the point of the straight line that minimizes 
the TRDND. Eventually, by replacing the obtained value of kRMIN in (18) we obtain 
the TRDND from the straight line to a normal point as (19): 
2 .n (-D + cosOP)^ + smiVjyf 
0 [r -> V 
o\ cos2(*) + pxypxpyi sin(2*) + o\ sin2(*) 
(-D + c o s ^ X ; + s i n ^ ) ^ ) 2 
at ' 
(19) 
Equation (19) allows interpreting 5 [r -> i] as the Euclidean distance between the 
line and the point, divided by a partition value: ai (20) that does not depend on D: 
a] = a\ cos2(*) +
 PxyioXloyi sin(2¥) + ^ sin2(t) . (20) 
It's worth mentioning that ai does not match, in general, with marginal directional 
deviation (11) nor radial deviation (12). 
2.3.3. TRDND from One Line to a Cloud of Points. Following the same strategy, 
we can define the squared TRDND from a line: r, to a cloud: I = {1,2... i...n}: 
S2 [r -> /] to be equal to the variance residual (21): 
S2[r^I] = ^—Y/52(r^i). (21) 
n
 ~
 2
 iel 
If we call Q2 to the squared TRDND from the straight line to the datum i, we have: 
Q2 = 52(r^i). (22) 
By simply applying this definition to (21), we have (23): 
5 [r -> /] can be understood as a measure of the dissimilarity between a line r 
and a cloud /, that takes into account the uncertainties of the cloud's points in the 
direction that points to r. In particular, if the points of / lie on r, then <5 [r ->-/] = 0. 
For straight lines and normal clouds we can use (19) to obtain (24): 
Q2 = (-D + cosQE)^ + sm(V)yi? ( 2 4 ) 
3. TRDND Formulation of Regression Problems 
Given a cloud /, made up of n points / = {1,2,3, ...i... n], the proposed 
methodology reduces the regression problem to the problem of finding the 
line rguess = (Dguess, %uess) that minimizes TRDND from rguess to / . The couple 
(DguesS7 Rguess) c a n t>e evaluated by forcing the derivatives of (23) to zero. Thus, we 
obtain the constraints (25): 
SS2 [rguess -> I] _ 
3D ~ 
dS2[rguess^l] _ • W 
As there is one constraint for each unknown, the system has a well-defined straight 
line solution. 
As it has been explained above, this methodology constitutes a generalized 
framework that can be particularized to reproduce classical straight line regression 
results. Typically, these particularizations are the normality of the clouds, besides 
others common sense assumptions about means and variances. For example, we 
can obtain BLS cost function by using our methodology under the normal cloud 
hypothesis, by using Eq. (19), and reformulating it by substituting the polar 
descriptors (D, •*) by the classical slope-y intercept descriptors (m, b) with the help 
of the transformations (26): 
(26) 
m = —cigyy) 
That leads to Eq. (27): 
52[r^i]= r " " ' Z
 2. (27) 
S; - 2boxyi + b2olxi 
(27) is formally identical to BLS formula (7) of Sayago et al. (2004), so our 
methodology gives the same results than BLS if we assume: 
D-
 •• 
l 
1 
= bsin^) 
 - t (V)' 
(yt - mxi 
a
2
yi - 2baxyi 
-bf 
+ b2a xi' 
(a) The normality of the cloud. 
(b) The identification between the squared standard deviations of marginal error 
densities (a2xi, a2yi) and the variances (s2xi, s2yi) supplied to BLS. 
(c) The identification between the expected values of data densities and the 
measured values supplied to BLS. 
Other classical methods can be obtained in a similar way. Table 1 shows 
the assumptions that must be done in order to force the results of the proposed 
methodology to be the same that are obtained by some classical methods. However, 
even for these cases, the improved robustness that comes from the use of polar 
descriptors for straight lines and from the unifications of multiple methods in a 
single algorithm gives a clear advantage to the methodology: 
4. PDIM: An Iterative Method for Solving the Regression Problem 
In this section, a numerical algorithm: PDIM (Polar Descriptors Iterative Method) 
will be developed for solving straight line fitting regression problems based in 
the proposed methodology for normal clouds. According to the former section, 
our objective is to find the straight line rguess = (Dguess, ^guess) that minimizes 
d2 [rguess -> l] (23). As ^ is a constant factor for a given problem, it will be enough 
to minimize the cost function Q2 defined by (28): 
e2 = Ee?. (28) 
iel 
Under the assumption of normal clouds, the partition values ai (20) are all 
polynomials of degree two in z = cos "*" that can have different factorization for 
each datum. So the sum Q2 becomes an algebraic fraction whose numerator's degree 
can grow up to a value of In, making the algebraic resolution intractable even for 
low n values. PDIM must be therefore an approximate method. 
The main idea behind PDIM is to determine a succession of k straight lines 
r[k] = (D[k], ^k]) that goes in the proximity of a minimum of (28), (Dguess, ^guess), 
as the succession index k grows. To do that, in each step k, we will find the values 
(D[k], %k]) that minimize (29): 
e2 [*] = E (2? ra = E feC0S(^])+^sln^W)-AW)2.
 (29) 
iel iel Gi\-^ '•l 
Equation (29) assumes that the actual partition values at[k] can be 
approximated by its previous values: at[k - 1] « ff;[&]. Moreover, at[k - 1] depends 
only on the angle descriptor of the previous regression line: "*"[£ - 1], and can be 
calculated at the beginning of the kth step by means of (30): 
af[k - 1] = a\ c o s 2 ( ^ - 1]) + pxypXiayi sin(2¥[* - 1]) 
+ a2yisin2(%k-l]). (30) 
This assumption maintains all the denominators of (29) independent of the 
actual step descriptors, (D[k], ^k]), so we can add all its the terms in a 
homogeneous way in order to obtain an algebraically solution for (D[k], ^k]). 
The validity of (29) can be justified by the following fact: if we derive (29) 
with respect to (D[k], "*"[£]), and constrain them to be zero, we get to a set of two 
equations that let us to determine (D[k], ^k]) as a function of (D[k - 1], ^ [k - 1]). 
It is clear that if the succession r[k] stabilizes, then "*"[£] = ^[k - 1] and D[k] = 
D[k - 1]. In particular, by (30), this means that the condition at[k — 1] = at[k] is 
fulfilled and (29) is valid. Therefore, the convergence of (D[k], ^k]) is a criterion 
for both: the stationary character of the limit, and the validity of (29). 
By making the derivative of (29) with respect to D[k], we get a first constrain 
(31): 
xt cos(V[k]) + yt sin(^|l]) - D[k] „ A j ^uay^L f t - j ; - r ^ a i u y ^ L f t - j ; - ^ L « . j 
Now, in order to simplify the equations we define the following momenta (32): 
Yiik] = - J T T 
iel 
iel 
«**[*] = £5w?M (32) 
iel 
iel 
«xyggW = Jlxiyiy1i[k] 
iel 
a
^ggW = E^y?W-
iel 
These conventions let us add (31) and express it as: 
0 = axgg[k - 1] cos(¥[*]) + aygg[k - 1] sin(¥[*]) - agg[k - l]D[k]. (33) 
Isolating D[k] in (31), we have: 
D[k] = ****& ~ !] cos(^W) + aygg[* - 1] s m ( ^ ] ) 
agg[k - 1] 
Now, we build a second constrain by forcing the derivative of (29), now with 
respect to ^[k], to be zero. 
°=2-^e2W = S ^ ^ ] - (35) 
That yields: 
(-xt sm(V[k])Xi + yt cosQE[* )) (xt cosQP[* ) + yt s m ( ^ ] ) - D[k\) 
0 = L JFr n ' ( 3 6 ) 
iel O j [ * - l ] 
Substituting the value of D[k] given by (34) into (36), grouping the terms with 
the same dependence on ^k] and using the momen ta defined in (32), we come, after 
some algebra stuff, to (37): 
axgg[k - l]aygg[k - l]\ 
0 = ( axygg[k - 1] - ^ ^ ^ 1 ] -) C0S <*M> 
^ - i ] - ^ [ X g ^ - 1 ] ) ^ ^ ] ) 
« U £ - i ] - < g [ £ - i ] ayygg[£ - 1] - axxgg[£ - 1] + xggL „ \u Z ) sin(¥[*]) cos(¥[*]). 
(37) 
A n d now by calling 
<xxJk - \]<xyJk - 1] A[k - 1] = a™.,[* - 1] 
ajk - 1] 
B[* - 1] = - ( ayygg[k - 1] - axxgg[k - 1] ' " e L 
(38) 
2 y wggL J xxggL J agg[Jk - 1] / 
we can simplify (37) by using (38) in the form (39): 
0 = A[k- 1] (cos2("*| l]) - sin2("*)!])) + 2B[k - 1] sin("*|l]) cos(^[jfc]). (39) 
N o w , by using the tr igonometric formulae for double angle, we can write (39) 
in an even more synthetic way. 
0 = A[k- 1] cos(2%k]) + B[k - 1] s in(2"*| l]) . (40) 
So the system (31), (35), has an analytic solution given by (41) and (42): 
V[k\ = l-Arc tan ( ~ ^ ~ ^ ) + P\ (with p e Z) (41) 
D[k] =
 a
^Ak ~ !] c o s ( ^ ] ) + «ygg[^ - 1] sm(^M) 
agg[k - 1] 
The solution for ^[k]: (41), has four discernible branches corresponding to the 
values of p e {0, 1, 2, 3}. The last task in each step should be to select which of them 
actually corresponds to the min imum of Q[k]. 
Each one of the ^[k] solutions leads to a corresponding D[k] value by Eq. (42). 
F r o m among these four solutions, two of them give negative values for D[k], so they 
are nonsense. Focusing on the other two, one of them corresponds to a maximum, 
and the other to a minimum. In order to select the minimum, we have to compare 
the cost function value for both solutions, and select the solution that gives the cost 
function Q[k] whose value is the smallest. So, in order to perform the selection, 
it is required to obtain Q[k] as a function of the momenta (32). We can do it by 
expanding (29) in a sum of terms, and doing the sum of the series by using the 
momenta (32). That yields (43): 
Q2[k] = axxgg[k] c o s 2 ( ^ ] ) + 2axygg[k] cos(^[k]) s m ( ^ ] ) 
+ ayygg[k] cos2(%k]) - 2axgg[k]D[k] cos("*|l]) 
- 2aygg[k]D[k] sin(¥[*]) + agg[k]D2[k]. (43) 
Equation (43) is also suited for calculating the TRDND from the regression line 
to the cloud 5 [r -> / ] , which constitutes a quality measurement of the regression. 
Once having Q, TRDND can be calculated as: 5 \r -> I] = -i=Q. 
It is convenient to point out that this scheme does not assure the succession 
convergence towards the desired minimum. Depending on the initial value of 
descriptors, the succession could diverge or be chaotic. Moreover, if the data are ill 
conditioned and the cost function has multiple minima, it can go towards a local 
minimum different to the desired absolute minimum. 
So, it is required to explore the descriptor's initial value space in order to 
reject the non convergent successions and select, among the convergent ones, the 
one that gives place to the least value of the cost function (43). Anyway, this 
exploration process is greatly simplified by the fact that the succession has been 
carefully constructed in such a way that its dynamic is fully determined by the 
initial value of the single "*" descriptor,"*-!!)], because in each step, the D[k] descriptor 
comes algebraically determined by the ^[k] value through (42). This reduces the 
exploration to the one-dimensional interval: ^ 0 ] e [0, 2%). 
5. Evaluation and Results 
In this section, we will show the scheme that was developed in order to evaluate 
linear regression methods, and its application to highlight PDIM features under 
some quite general conditions. 
Monte Carlo techniques are used in order to synthesize trial clouds that follow a 
desired profile. The objective is to achieve a good (understandable and controllable) 
parameterization of clouds' behavior. 
In order to fulfil this goal, the scheme takes advantage of polar description of 
linear laws. Uncertain points are constructed by selecting randomly at the beginning 
their deflection angles <p seen from the origin (Fig. 2), and then using (7) in order to 
obtain the coordinates of its centers, (instead of starting from choosing at random 
one single coordinate (x or y), and using (4) or (5) in order to determine the other 
one, as is done usually). This strategy has two advantages. 
1. Any underlying linear law can be modeled, including lines that are parallel to the 
Y-axis. 
2. The cloud scattering profile description gets decoupled from the underlying law. 
That is: the clustering features of the clouds can be specified without taking into 
account the slope of the law or the axis system on which the data are given. 
Another feature of the scheme is the use of logarithms units (dB) for all positive 
descriptors and error measures; it has the advantage of widening the range of 
situations that are described in the graphs, and isolating their interpretations from 
the units on which data are given. 
5.1. Evaluation Procedure and Cloud Synthesis 
The guidelines of the evaluation procedure are depicted in Fig. 6. A population I{t} 
of T clouds (1 < t < T) is synthesized by Monte Carlo techniques, according with a 
set of eleven real parameters (cloud profile) that describe statistically the features of 
the kind of cloud against which one want to test the methodology. 
These 11 cloud profile descriptors (that appears in the leftmost box inside the 
population box of Fig. 6), can be grouped in four groups: from below to above: 
(1) The true law descriptors rtme = (Dtme, %me) that determines the line where the 
data centres lie. 
(2) The number of points n that make up the clouds, and the flare angle interval 
[<pmin, <pmax], that is the range of angles seen from the origin (and measured with 
respect to the direction of the nearest point of the true law line) from where the 
data centres can be chosen (see Fig. 2). Thus, the flare angle interval controls 
directly the asymmetry of the cloud with respect to the nearest point and the 
amount of dispersion of data centers along the law line. 
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Figure 6. Test methodology explanatory diagram. 
(3) The descriptors of the uncertainty degree of the points of the cloud, namely the 
allowed interval for inter-axial cross correlation [p^n* PmaxL a n d the minimum 
allowed value of the deviation along each data axis: axrsia(dB), and aymin(dB). 
The deviations are given in logarithms units (with respect to the unit measure 
of Dtme); that is (44): 
(dB) = 20Log10(o-xmin) 
(dB) = 20 Logw(ay^). 
(4) The descriptors of the heteroscedasticity degree. These are the amplitude margin 
of directional deviation of error on X and Y directions: oxmargin and oymargin. 
These two values are also supplied in dB, so the maximum values (cxmax, 07max) 
of the directional deviations in dB can be calculated as (45): 
o-xmax (dB) = ax^ (dB) + axmargin (dB) 
oy^AdB) = aymin(dB) + ay margin(dB). 
Once the cloud profile descriptors have been established, a statistical modeling 
of each one of its points (central box inside the population box of Fig. 6) is 
synthesized by fulfilling the cloud profile. This is done by selecting at random for 
each point i of the cloud, the following descriptors: 
(1) The uncertain point centers, (that lie exactly on the law). This selection requires 
choosing previously a set <pt of n angles uniformly inside the flare angle interval 
[•Pmiri' ^max]- Once the <pt have been chosen, the coordinates of data centres 
(xt, yt) can be evaluated by (46): 
f *; = D,me cos(%7,e) - Dtme sin(%.ae) tan(^) 
\ (46) 
U = Dtrue sin(%.ae) + Dtme cos(%.ae) tan to) . 
(2) The value of the inter-axial cross correlations pxyi associated with each uncertain 
point. These are chosen uniformly inside the cloud profile interval [pmin, pmax]-
(3) The value of the directional deviation of error on X and Y directions, axi, ayi 
associated with each uncertain point. These values are choosing at random 
according with a log-uniform distribution inside the ranges [cxmin, cxmax] and 
[°7min> °7max]- I n fact, this is done by choosing oxi(dB), oyi(dB) uniformly inside 
[ax^dB), oxmm(dB)] and [ay^dB), aymm(dB)], and then getting axi, ayi by 
simply converting oxi(dB), <Jyi(dB) to linear units by 
Gxi(dB) = 1 0 ^ 
oyi(dB) = l O ^ s - . 
Now, one has a statistical description of each uncertain point of the cloud made 
up of five parameters: {xhyi7 axi, ayi, pxyi}. The last step (rightmost box inside the 
population box of Fig. 6) in the synthesis is to generate a noised sample (xt, yt) for 
each point. For doing this, some noise (sxt, syt) is added (48) to the data centers 
yi = yt + syt. 
(48) 
The noise is chosen at random, according with a zero mean normal bivariate 
distribution whose covariance matrix for each point S ; is given by (49): 
(49) 
At this point, the set of descriptors {xh yu axi, ayi, pxyi} of the cloud (Fig. 7), are fully 
defined in a data structure that can be supplied to a computer regression method in 
order to evaluate its regression estimated line rguess = (Dgues, ^gues). 
Next, these data (uncertain point realization) are supplied to three regression 
methods, namely the regression method under evaluation (PDIM), and another two 
classical methods that serve as contrast references. The chosen contrast methods are 
WLS (Asuero and Gonzalez, 2007; Mandel and McCrackin, 1988) that considers 
null variances on X axis, and the reciprocal of WLS (that is the method obtained 
by interchanging the X and Y axis roles in WLS). Both reference methods are 
analytically solvable and their behavior and features are well known. 
The results of the regression methods on the population of clouds are stored in a 
history file and a merit function of the regression quality is calculated and presented. 
5.2. Results 
Once the trail synthesis and evaluation procedures have been established, some 
simulations were performed in order to show PDIM performance with respect to 
the reference methods under some selected conditions. 
guess' guess 
Figure 7. Uncertainty normal points, rtrue and rguess. 
All tests in this section were obtained following steps below. 
1. Imposing the fixed cloud descriptors values according with the selected 
conditions, and the number of trial clouds T we are going to use for the 
estimation at each point of the graph. 
2. Looping the variable descriptor values, i.e. the values of the cloud descriptors 
whose impact on the performance is going to be evaluated. 
3. Calculating the merit function of interest by using the history file rguess{t] and the 
previous known goal law rtme. 
4. Displaying the merit function on the vertical axis as a function of the variable 
parameter on the horizontal axis. 
5.2.1. Robustness and Angular Independence. These tests (Figs. 8 and 9) analyze the 
compared performance of the three methods against the angle descriptor: \\itme. \\itme 
is presented on the horizontal axis of the figures, in turns units. The choices for the 
other parameters are shown in Table 2. 
Figure 8 shows on the vertical axis the mean quadratic dispersion of error that 
^guess commit with respect to \\itrue in logarithm units. The displayed error measure 
is defined as: 
"*" dispersion (dB/Radian) = 10 Loglt Ef= l Wguessit} ~ ^truef (50) 
Figure 9 shows in ordinates the mean quadratic dispersion of the error that 
^calculated commit with respect to Dtme straight line descriptor in logarithm units. 
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Figure 8. Angular independence. ^ error analysis. 
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Figure 9. Angular independence. D error analysis. 
The displayed error measure is defined as: 
D dispersion (dB) = 10 Logv 2-,t=\ \ guessW l^tnie) (51) 
Both Figs. 8 and 9 show that PDIM is at least as good as the best of the 
two reference methods, for any value of the angle \\iSme. For horizontal (vertical) 
straight lines, X-axis deviations (Y-axis deviations) have no influence on PDIM 
results so in these cases the univariate WLS (reciprocal WLS) just reach PDIM 
Table 2 
Concrete function chosen for the tests of angular independence 
Fixed parameter 
meaning 
Cardinal of trials 
Flare angle interval 
Distance true straight 
line descriptor 
Cardinal of data's cloud 
Correlation interval 
Deviation minima 
Deviation margins 
Fixed parameter 
symbol 
T 
[«Pmin> "Pmax] 
true 
n 
LFmin? F m a x J 
axmia(dB),aymia(dB) 
axm!lTgin(dB), ay^idB) 
Fixed parameter 
value 
300 
[-0.8f,0.8f]Radians 
8 
12 
[0,0] 
0dB,0dB 
12dB,12dB 
results. For other \\iSme values, the performance of the PDIM improves significantly 
any of the reference methods results. 
Although PDIM is fully isotropic, a residual 3dB fluctuation of performance 
remains in both figures. This does not come from PDIM but from some bias that 
has its origin in the trial cloud synthesis methodology, due to the fact that deviation 
minima and margins are referred to a specific axes descriptive system (X, Y). 
5.2.2. Performance Analysis Against Data Deviation Disparity. Now, we will analyze 
the compared performance of the PDIM with respect to the reference univariate 
methods (WLS and reciprocal WLS) as the disparity between the deviations of the 
data (the heteroscedasticity degree) grows. 
The horizontal axis of Fig. 10 represents the heteroscedasticity degree through 
the value ffmargin(<^) that we assign to the directional deviation freedom margins 
along both X and Y data axes. That is, we set: 
(dB) 
r
 ma rg in 
v m arg in \ 
VymlTK idB) ' m arg in 
MB) 
(dB) 
for each value of am!lIgin(dB). 
On the vertical axis, Fig. 10 shows the mean quadratic dispersion of the error 
that \j/wess commit in logarithm units (52): 
"*" dispersion (dB/Radian) = 10 Logw E f = l Wguessit} ~ ^truef (52) 
Regression error versus synthesis deviation margin 
& margin 
(dB) 
Figure 10. Performance against data deviation disparity. 
Table 3 
Concrete function chosen for the tests of performance against data deviation 
disparity 
Fixed parameter 
meaning 
Cardinal of trials 
Flare angle interval 
Distance true straight 
line descriptor 
Angle true straight 
line descriptor 
Cardinal of cloud's data 
Correlation interval 
Deviation minima 
Fixed parameter 
symbol 
T 
[«Pmin> "Pmax] 
^ true 
true 
n 
L^min? FmaxJ 
axmia(dB),aymia(dB) 
Fixed parameter 
value 
1000 
[-0.8f,0.8f]Radians 
8 
7C/4 
12 
[0,0] 
0dB,0dB 
The choices for the others trial parameters are shown in Table 3. 
5.2.3. Performance Analysis Against Interaxial Cross-Correlation Data Disparity. 
Finally, in Fig. 11, we analyze the ability of PDIM using the knowledge of the inter-
axial correlation coefficient pxyi. As univariate methods are blind to this information, 
it is expected to have a performance improvement. 
Regression error versus correlation amplitude 
Figure 11. Compared performance in presence of inter-axial dependence. 
Table 4 
Concrete function chosen for the tests of performance against interaxial disparity 
Fixed parameter 
meaning 
Cardinal of trials 
Flare angle interval 
Distance straight 
line descriptor 
Angle straight 
line descriptor 
Cardinal of data's cloud 
Deviation minima 
Deviation margins 
Fixed parameter 
symbol 
T 
LrWn' T^maxJ 
true 
true 
n 
axmin(dB), oy^ (dB) 
^xm„sin(dB),aymia(dB) 
Fixed parameter 
value 
1000 
[-0.8f,0.8f]Radians 
8 
7C/4 
12 
6dB,6dB 
0dB,0dB 
In the test, the interval of allowed values of pxyi, 
formula 
[Pmin> Pmax] was selected by the 
L^min' Fn L ramplitude' ramplil 
Here, pampUtude is the inter-axial correlation amplitude freedom that is the variable 
that has been represented on the horizontal axis of Fig. 11. On the vertical axis, the 
same performance measure (52) of former results has been represented. 
As inter-axial correlation amplitude freedom grows, it is expected that the 
performance also grows, as effectively occurs in the graph. It can also be observed 
that even for the pampUtude = 0 value, there is a 3dB gain of PDIM against univariate 
methods. This 3dB improvement is due to the advantage that gives to PDIM the 
knowledge of the deviations on the two axes. 
6. Conclusions 
When data are scarce or experiments are expensive, it is important to take advantage 
of all the available knowledge about the quality of the measurements by using 
sophisticated regression methods in order to improve the accuracy of the results. 
In this article, we presented a regression methodology that is able to convert any 
statistically formulated regression problem into a scalar optimization. It can deal 
with arbitrary data error distribution functions and can be particularized, by making 
some simple additional assumptions in order to mimic classic regression methods as 
TLS, WLS, or BLS by a single algorithm. 
The methodology is based on the definition of a measure (TRDND) on the data 
space and the use of polar descriptors (D, \j/) for the straight lines, instead of the 
usual "slope, y-intercept" (m, b) descriptors. Polar descriptors avoid overflows for 
vertical lines, and isolate regression results from the concrete selection of axes on 
which the data are given. 
Finally, a practical algorithm: PDIM was also developed in order to solve the 
problem that arises when the methodology is applied to normal clouds. PDIM is 
able to advantageously afford the most complex cases of bivariate heteroscedastic 
data with inter-axial dependence. 
PDIM was tested and compared against others heteroscedastic univariate 
methods that have singularities when laws are vertical or horizontal straight lines. 
It avoids these singularities and offers the best performance irrespective of the 
regression line slope. 
PDIM results have been found to be especially profitable when dealing with 
data that have a strong heteroscedasticity degree affecting both components and /o r 
with data subject to inter-axial dependence. 
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